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Summary
GSG is the first entertainment platform in possession of both digital asset trading
and betting licenses.When users bet with digital assets, they are worry-free about
cashing back their digital assets. A traditional betting license does not support betting
with digital assets. However, GSG Super Games has gotten through it in a legal way.
GSG takes full advantage of the decentralized, irrevocable, fair and equitable features
and advantages of blockchain technology to realize the construction and development of
new business models under the context of the great times. It is committed to building the
next-generation Internet of Value and a sunrise industry that disrupts the rules of the
business world, and creating a digital asset betting platform for hundreds of millions of
fans around the world.

The GSG team believes that if we regard a disruption of traditional betting as our vision,
see the future of blockchain decentralization technology and recognize that blockchains
will become a trend in the business world, the goal at this stage is to implement pragmatic
use of blockchain technology, realize a public application scenario, present the
decentralized, irrevocable, fair and equitable features and advantages of blockchain
technology in users' application scenarios in a true sense. We will leverage our team's
strength to achieve our vision and goals with overwhelming strengths and market-proven
mature products as well as 100% enthusiasm and resources.

GSG brings together a core R&D team and a product operations team with years of
experience in blockchain, sports events, finance, and gaming interaction. We understand
that the promotion of blockchain technology in the field of traditional betting is
revolutionary and also pragmatic. Therefore, empowered by blockchain technology, GSG
wants to disrupt the existing traditional betting industry with trillion market size. By
leveraging legal dual licenses, technology, industry resources, business model, capital
management and sustainable development strategy, we will eventually build an
independent business ecosystem and create world-class blockchain ecosystem products.
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Part I Philosophy and market opportunity of
GSG
1.1 Project background
The sports betting industry is characterized by huge market size and a wide range of
events. The FIFA World Cup is the world's most honored and highest level football event.
The FIFA World Cup and the Olympic Games are also known as the top two sports events
in the world. It is a more influential and more-covered sports event than the Olympic
Games in the world. GSG Super Games cuts into the new blockchain-based betting
industry from the World Cup to share sports feast with hundreds of millions of sports fans
and build a new-generation blockchain-based decentralized betting platform for sports
events. It includes, but not limited to, football, basketball, baccarat, Texas Hold'em,
real gambling, horse racing, etc.

According to statistics made by the IBAS, bets made in betting companies across the
world had already approached $ 20 billion before the semi-final of 2002 FIFA World Cup
Korea/Japan; the total bets made during the 2014 Brazil World Cup exceeded $ 220
billion, 10 times higher than that in 2002! These are just the amount from legal betting
companies.
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2014

2018 estimate

1.2 Pains and challenges in betting market
1. Legitimacy of betting platforms
We are the first legal project that has obtained dual national licenses (digital asset trading
and betting licenses) from Cambodia. The Super Games platform is legally allowed to
operate all categories of "online" betting. The digital asset trading license enables direct
legitimate cashing with digital assets.

2. "Chain of Trust" of traditional betting platforms
Security is the key for users to select a platform. Capital security is a point of pain for
the traditional betting industry. What they care about is whether money deposited in the
platform is secure and whether the platform has sufficient money for payment. With no
appropriate regulatory authorities, liability identification or payment guarantee,
traditional centralized platforms are worrisome in terms of qualification and reputation.
Such an under-regulated market is difficult to make users trust. In the chain of trust for
the traditional betting industry, users trust a platform based solely on reputation, products
and other non-guaranteed conditions. Such chain of trust is one-way and fragile.
Platform managers do not guarantee confidence or trust, and thus build a healthy chain
of trust.

3. Information transparency on traditional betting platforms
The non-transparency of traditional betting platforms makes users believe that platforms
may manipulate odds maliciously. Without appropriate transparent regulation, it is
difficult for users to find that the odds given by a platform are fair and just. It is not
uncommon that secret operations, security breaches, arbitrage by use of information gap,
absconding with money in a platform. Even in some cases, these means are one of profit
models for traditional betting platforms. Therefore, such a platform may play tricks for
arbitrage whenever loss occurs. It is a huge challenge how to increase user confidence in
a betting platform and market transparency.
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1.3 Development and value of GSG
Blockchain plays a role in trust just as that the Internet plays in information. The most
lacking element over the Internet is "Trust Agreement", in order to determine each
transaction is approved, real and valid. The blockchain technology can provide a basis
for solving this problem, and optimize people's trust, security and privacy. When it
comes to improving transparency and privacy protection, blockchain connects "trust",
the most profound human need, and will bring huge social change.

With the maturity of blockchain technology nowadays, thanks to the features and
advantages of the blockchain, we believe that the combination of blockchain technology
with betting is one of the best scenarios of blockchain. The blockchain technology will
effectively solve current pains in the betting industry, enrich and promote innovation in
sports quizzes, and provide an opportunity to redefine a new-generation betting industry.
Although there are a lot of blockchain betting and prediction platforms on the market
nowadays, there are only a few products that can truly integrate with traditional business
and reach the public. There are few products operated under successful business models.

Empowered by the blockchain technology, GSG tries to disrupt traditional centralized
betting platforms. We have built a successful business model for digital asset trading +
betting users + Super Games. Compared to traditional betting platforms, the blockchain
technology cannot be tampered with. Its traceability can be used to build reliable and
transparent decentralized betting platforms. Prize pools and betting rules are transparent
and standardized. Odds cannot be controlled, thereby effectively preventing control by
market makers and black-box operation. Programs are preset before quizzes so as to
perform settlement automatically based on betting results, ensure the fairness of results,
allocation of rewards and tamper-evident betting. GSG helps regulators in money
laundering fraud and control over betting limits. It helps promote the healthy
development of betting and solve the problem that nothing could be done at the
government regulation level in the past as well as encourages governments to promote
the standardization and transparency of the betting industry.
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Part II Industry application prospects and
scenarios of GSG

2.1 Global blockchain-based decentralized betting
platform
Based on the above said, use of blockchain decentralization technology can solve many
pains in traditional centralized betting platforms. In many blockchain scenarios, the
betting platform based on digital currency created by GSG has the following six features:

1. Global betting platform
Digital currency, as the gaming chip in the platform, solves the problems in legal tender
exchange and risks. As compared with regional restrictions and legal tender of traditional
betting platforms, the secure, flexible and free betting experience will be a natural global
betting product. In 2018, we will complete global layout and strategic layout from the
perspective of betting types, languages, and partners. Globalization helps get support from
more users. It will benefit from the GSG operations team, whose members have ever
engaged in overseas operations and business promotion. They have successful hands-on
experience in overseas user acquisition, business promotion, and local resources.

Language of Preferred Countries for Global Operation

English Traditional Chinese Spanish French Portuguese Russian language Arabic Japanese
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2. Users are free to participate in "joint market making"
Users registered in the Super Games platform can participate as market makers in matches,
and select any match based on their own preferences. The final information created is
recorded in the platform to ensure authenticity and transparency.

Super Games decentralized "joint market making”

ETH

BTC

USDT

XRP

EOS

Choose gameplay

Buy remaining shares

Wait for lottery

Select a type

Buy share

OK

Brazil vs Germany

Remaining number of shares
MY
10ETH +
2%

User 1

User 2

User 3

for subscription

200ETH
40%

100ETH
20%

90ETH
18%

100ETH

• 60% of the shares: Anyone who wants to become a market marker must subscribe to 60%
of the shares from the GSG platform. 50% of the profit is used to pay dividends while the
remaining 50% is the risk control capital for market making on the GSG. In the case of
inadequate risk control capital, compensation will be the Foundation's first priority. The risk
Subscription
countdown

control capital will be used to pay dividends once a quarter.
• 40% of the shares: All Super Games users participate in the subscription
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Betting

⽣生成記錄錄

Settlement

Users participating in market making: deduct 2% from total proﬁts.
Note: Situations may diﬀer with products. All the 2% will be distributed among GSG
users.

Advantages of joint market making:
• Solve the problem that user betting is dispersed when a match is created by several
people.
• Joint market making not only improves compensation capabilities, but also provides
users with different scenario experience.
• Joint market making can effectively share risks borne by individual users.

3. A wide range of interesting betting products
GSG offers betting content covering all types of large-scale popular matches. The covered
betting fields include, but not limited to, football, basketball, baccarat, Texas
Hold'em, blackjack, real gambling, horse racing, etc. We will continue to explore new
areas, new betting types and scenarios. GSG gathers professionals in sports events and
gaming industries. It creates products using the Internet, focuses on meeting user needs,
and has leading-edge advantages in terms of product forms, betting scenarios and product
experience.

4. Secure, open, fair and transparent betting
In the future, all bets will be recorded in a blockchain. It eliminates the possibility of
data tampering and secret operations, and handles settlement automatically, conducive to
granting users with maximal returns.
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5. Create high-level online betting events
Super Games will continue exploring the betting industry, and build large-scale online
betting events around brand operation and promotion. You can participate directly even if
you are not a sports enthusiast. Individual and team matches will jointly pursue high-value
digital currency rewards. By creating high-level betting events and providing competitive,
user-friendly product experience, it will be favored by users in the market segment. It will
attract both online and offline users and build a betting ecosystem. It will be disruptive
innovation for improving closed loop operation of the ecosystem. In the evolution of Super
Games products, we will continue to explore larger pattern, and lead the blockchain-based
betting industry.

Strategic presence
Betting brand

Team confrontation

New form of competition

Capital

Event brand
Online and offline user
attraction

Team

Betting
events
Super Stars

Event

Super Star effect
Shared and win-win

Entertainment

Pan-entertainment
Create a competition culture

6. Smarter match information recommendations
With the optimization of the Super Games platform and growing number of users, users'
habits and portraits will become diversified. More useful data will be produced and used
to improve product experience and recommend appropriate events and betting contents
for different users.
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2.2 Super Games new product model comparison
Betting products around the blockchain technology have sprung up. GSG has pushed
betting to a new level. The World Cup has brought great opportunities to the betting
industry for effective promotion of user habits and industry awareness. It can expand
market demand, but also help improve overall level of the blockchain-based betting
industry.
We will no longer continue to pursue simple extensive growth markets, but pay more
attention to quality and business efficiency enhancement, and promote the healthy
development and innovation of blockchain product application scenarios.

Traditional betting

Our competitive
products

Low transparency

No government license

No chain of trust

No asset exchange

Low legality

Lack of entertainment

Low rate of return

Under-professional scenarios

Tedious trading

Less betting scenarios

Less interesting

Story-centered products

Risk of market makers

Low value of tokens

running away

No operational strategy
Low commercial realization

GSG betting
Legal, dual licenses
Full game entertainment
Professional scenario design
Multiple tokens supported
Joint market making by users

Multiple data justice
Club grand scenarios
High value of platform
currency
Brand betting events
Smart event push
Globally operated betting
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2.3 Super Games shared business solutions
Our world has become a world of sharing. Everyone is enjoying "dividends" brought by
sharing. Thanks to the technological revolution brought by blockchain, we are fortunate
to live in the wave of revolutionary disruption. In layman's terms, it is "good timing,
geographical convenience and good human relations". The business model built up based
on blockchain is still in the dawn of the blockchain era. However, the development trend
is sweeping us and decentralized products are evolving. In the past, we can interpret
blockchain as an emerging technology, but nowadays, everyone can become a producer
of decentralized contents. A new form of social element is an endless stream of new
products for the society. With more and more users participating and the power
becoming stronger and stronger, the blockchain industry will eventually usher in a
"nuclear fusion".

A new era is coming. This will be an era when sharing is encouraged and platforms are
rising. The era of relying on a single product to win users has passed. The traditional
thinking of channels as the king is no longer popular. In the new era, to carry these burdens
is equivalent to equip Boeing 787 with a tractor motor which cannot fly. How to cast a
platform for more partners to make creations together and for users to choose freely is the
issue that has been considered by the GSG team. It is a "trial and error" process where open
mind is needed to welcome change. Now we have some experience. We believe this is the
right path. This test is worth our breathless, reverent, and whole-heartedly work. With
digital currency as the core, the GSG platform embraces blockchain tokens in the whole
platform, gives more power and commercial space to the operation of digital currency,
shares resources, creates large pattern, and will achieve win-win in the future.
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Super Games Business Solutions

Platform A

Platform B

Platform C

More

Super Games Betting Platform

Sharing economy
Industry win-win
01
02
Everyone's
participation

Join the club
Rapid
commercialization

03
Shared betting
Digital currency
value

Enhance market
circulation

The forms of cooperation are flexible and diverse. Based on the Super Games platform,
there will be more imagination and creation space. As more and more platforms join the
Super Game, our business solutions will become smarter. We have fulfilled some platform
cooperation cases.
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2.4 Super Games cooperation cases

1 billion HADN
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Club

Use super gaming platform: realize revenue
Create flow, stimulate the activity of tokens, etc.

tr
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y

Planning
together

Candy drop

Add integration

Inviting for fission
Rewards and bonuses
Football

Exchange value

Basketball

Activity lock
Betting contest
……

Active HAND holders

Collaboration results are accidentally good. Partners have opted not to disclose
operational data in the White Paper, and we respect their wishes. Welcome to participate!
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2.5 Technical architecture and realization
1. Smart contract
The next version currently under development will use smart contracts on Ethereum. The
main web3.0 architecture consisting of Ethereum chains, smart contracts and subprotocols provides Super Games with distributed assets issuance and trading
infrastructure without need of trust or license. By use of smart contracts, we can realize
assets issuance, betting applications, trade locking, decentralized exchange and other
applications. Betting data services on our smart contracts are inspired by Oraclize
contract calling. Since we are a comprehensive betting platform, we will have a master
entrance to contracts, under which smart contract services for each match are established
and classified. Smart contracts for each betting are independent with each other. They are
not only clear in logic, but also easy for development and maintenance.

2. Voting mechanism
Super Games adopts the DPOS consensus mechanism. There are a total of 10 accounting
nodes. Each block is generated by the 10 most voted nodes at that time, and an
accounting node obtains all trading fees in its accounting block. Once a user has his GSG
locked, he has appropriate votes. Each vote can be given to 10 candidates. By locking his
or her own GSG, a user can obtain appropriate interest income. If there is any change in
the number of votes in a user account, his or her interest will be automatically credited.

3. Super Games applications
The distributed betting nodes provided by Ethereum LES protocol is an Ethereum node
running under a mobile terminal rather than a browser-based application or standalone
desktop application. Super Games applications run the geth & web3.0 JS framework on
smart phones by use of LES, thus providing very powerful yet secure functions.
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Users can create Event, create Market based on the Event of interest and set Event &
Market description and meta-data, conduct faster query of Event & Market, lottery and
event information, buy, sell and accept the won money for different Markets. Users'
digital currency for betting will never get lost or tampered with. Digital currency involved
in betting is all frozen in smart contracts. To enhance user experience, we conduct realtime check at the front end to raise the success rate of bets. Once betting for an event
ends, its betting sponsor will announce final results by contracts. They are official results.
Smart contracts distribute rewards among bet winners automatically based on final results.

4. All platforms supported
We have launched Super Games Android and iOS applications as well as a mobile web
version. In a truly meaningful sense, it has been operating in the all-mobile terminals. All
Super Games mobile products are integrated with a light wallet, where Super Games
transfer and withdrawal features are incorporated. A digital currency exchange will be
opened later!

Automatic switching among multiple languages
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Part III Digital asset trading and Super
Games
3.1 Legalization of digital asset trading
The attitudes of countries towards blockchain digital assets changing from prohibition to
recognition and legalization indicate that blockchain assets are future development trends,
and that digital asset licenses are exactly the needs and innovations of the financial
industry currently and are necessary for the Super Games betting and entertainment
platform. When users bet with digital assets, they are worry-free about cashing back their
digital assets. With dual licenses at hand, Super Games has built a perfect and legitimate
closed-loop solution.

A perfect closed-loop business with dual licenses

Super Game

Digital asset
trading

Betting players

3.2 Cooperation in global legal betting markets
Super Games are not only developing betting products, but also cooperate with legally
licensed companies, legal chess and game makers, and other resources to connect many
high-quality independent betting products with the Super Games entertainment platform.
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3.3 Platform profit models
As a blockchain-based digital asset betting and entertainment platform, our revenue and
profit mainly come from service fees drawn from users participating in the platform.
Now the project is still in the early stage of development, and more profit models need
to be explored.

Profit models of Super Games betting and entertainment platform
Commission withdrawal

A certain percentage of commissions are drawn from all
betting.

Entry of tokens

Charge some platform entry fees for all or some betting
products and tokens to join clubs.

Product revenue
Other income

Revenue obtained from betting products we develop and
operate.
Other income from output and extension of various
resources.

Estimates based on 1ETH=$600 (May 2018)
There are about 400 million betting users and about 20 million active users per day
in the world;
• Ordinary users (single bet <0.5 ETH): about 15 million.
• Intermediate users (single bet <10 EHT): about 4.8 million
• Whale users (single bet >50 ETH): about 200,000
It is estimated that by the end of 2019, Super Games will have active paying users:
• 10,000 mid-to-high end users per day worldwide: 10,000*5ETH*2%*30= 30,000 ETH/
month
• 100,000 ordinary users per day worldwide: 100,000*0.2ETH*2%*30=12,000 ETH/
month
• Achieve monthly revenue worldwide of 42,000ETH.
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Part IV Platform planning and outlook

4.1 Core value of GSG
GSG is short for Global Super Games. GSG is not the betting chip for Super Game. Any
other token can be voted for being online in the Super Games entertainment platform
using GSG Tokens. Users can use value-added services and product functions on the
Super Games platform by consuming GSG tokens.

1. Vote for making other tokens online with GSG tokens
The voting for token launch is reviewed by the GSG review team. Users vote on whether
the project can be online in the Super Games platform. Votes submitted by users are
returned within 24 hours regardless of their success.

2. GSG as bonus for users’ bet
All 270 million GSGs in the community will be cashed back to Super Game betting
participants, i.e. actual value of betting tokens × 1 ‰ ÷ current market price of GSG
(value of bet incentive GSG = actual total value of betting token × one thousandth). When
the unit price of GSG is <0.1USD, we will keep it constant at 0.1USD, and the cash back
time is the next morning.

For example: bet with 1ETH. Unit price of EHT is 500USD and
that of GSG is 0.1USD.
GSG cash back: 1×500×1‰÷0.1=5GSG
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3. Super Games platform application privileges
Super Games will customize some scenarios and functions to meet user needs and
enhance the value of GSG in Super Games. For example: Users with VIP privileges can
view betting records and win or lose of another user, and hide their own data with GSG
rights. Market makers are allowed to get more exposure. GSG can be used for
broadcasting in the whole platform, so that your sports betting can attract more attention.
4. Dividends shared on the platform
All locked participants in GSG are entitled to platform dividends whose amount is 100%
of the profit from the platform club's operating revenue. Our principle of distributing
dividends is: what is profit is what is distributed (WIPIWID), and distribution is based
on to the lock ratio. For example, the income of a club includes BTC, ETH, USDT, etc.,
and then the distributed are also BTC, ETH, USDT, etc. Rules for dividend distribution
rules can be seen in the Super Games. They are fair and open, so that every user
participates in platform construction and development and build a Super Games betting
ecosystem.

Example:

Club

Profit on Some
Day

Number of
Lock-In
Days

BTC Club

100BTC

1 day

ETH Club

1,000ETH

1 day

1,000,000USDT

1 day

USDT Club

Your Locked

% of the
Locked

Your
Dividends
0.1 BTC

1 million GSG

0.1%

1 ETH
1,000 USDT

……More

The specific launch time, profit, lock-in days, and dividend distribution method are
subject to the notice released on the Super Games platform.
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4.2 Platform development plan and schedule

Introduced capital resources and
industry talents Launched Super
Games project R&D

Super Games R&D completed
and internal test started

January

2018
April

May
June

Ongoing promotion and
partnership

Global presence and
partnership Expand the
product promotion range

More betting scenarios open
for betting

Build the GSG Chain ecosystem

Super Games team members
doubled

Products available for WEB,
iOS, Android

July
September

More betting scenarios open for
betting The version supporting the
world's seven major languages
launched online

December

First version for joint market
making launched online

November

January

2019
February

More betting scenarios
open for betting

May

Create high-level online
betting events

March

As the GSG team constantly expanded, the schedule may be advanced or adjusted as necessary
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4.3 Construction of Blockchain Industry Ecosystem in
the Future

We will build GSG Chain to effectively reduce product operation costs and provide a
highly available and scalable blockchain application infrastructure platform. Super Games
will be open to all developers. Through Super Games, everyone can realize their own
business inspirations and product operations on Super Games, and launch their own
applications.

At the early stage, we will focus on three applications to explore markets: decentralized
betting application, decentralized asset trading application, decentralized foreign
exchange application. With them as a fulcrum, upper blockchain applications will be
improved gradually.

The product system will provide a development platform for different systems and
different users, not only on the client side. The team will continue to develop and provide
mobile services, including mobile wallets, mobile smart contract applications, platform
online voting and other services. Only by realizing mobile blockchain service and
changing existing betting APP markets and business models, can ordinary Internet users
benefit most so as to promote the implementation and development of blockchain
technology in the world.
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Part V Core team and investors

5.1 Core team members
Led by Ellison, GSG's core team has extensive experience in blockchain market and
betting.

Ellison - CEO
Ellison, a Chinese American, moved to the United States with his family when he was a
child. He graduated with a major in finance. He once worked for the Blackstone Group,
and has extensive experience in financial asset management and blockchain market. He
has ever invested in Internet startups and achieved financial freedom. Ellison and other
team members created the Super Games in 2017, and launched it in May 2018.

Jessica Rex - CTO
10+ years of experience in the game industry; in charge of game team formation and
project development, technology management, platform strategy planning.

Jack Koo - COO
Chief Operating Officer
Expert having 12 years of Internet operations, involved in media operations,
entertainment investment, betting projects, chess and card games; led a global team of
200 people. He will develop long-term business strategy for Super Games, and coordinate
global operations.
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Aaron K. - Actuarial Specialist
Super Games Betting Actuarial Expert
Worked at Allianz Insurance in the United States and worked at William Hill for three
years. William Hill is Europe's most prestigious betting company and a flagship
company in the world's betting industry.

Paul Kunas - Architect
Chief architect
Monitor transactions and secure user assets to ensure their security and efficiency. Focus
on reducing system complexity, encryption and security of sensitive data. Worked at
Palantir, a Silicon Valley company focused on big data security analytics, with largescale, high-performance systems and customers like NSA, FBI, and CIA.

Keith Cheung - Core R&D
Chief O&M engineer
With 6 years of experience in an online betting company in Macau, he will build an
efficient, highly reliable O&M system for Super Games, solve business O&M problems
by use of advanced and forward-looking technology, and guarantee global steady
operation of Super Games.

Abe Yeung - Product Director
7 years of experience in Internet products. Senior lottery product manager, an expert in
competition lottery, HF lottery, and sports lottery.
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5.2 Investors
Names not listed in order

Roger K

Dong Lee

Cambodian casino operator

USDT OTC Exchange CEO

NewMargin Capital, currently VC management leader in China. Its
primary goal is to help businesses grow into world-class companies.
NewMargin's investment cases include Sina Sina, China Netcom,
Hanwang Technology, Douban, Cool Dog, Thunder, etc.

It have also invested in Yunchang Technology, Hongyu Tianrun, Rage
Comic, Media Doing, Llllan, fun.tv, fast4ward, Innjia, SFA, Chinapex

Ansheng Capital focuses on blockchain ecosystem investment and
has invested in MSC, Sopay, Liveme, Thunder, Node Exchange,
FANX, LOTS, etc
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Part VI GSG International Foundation

6.1 Establishment of the Foundation
The Foundation is established to ensure product O&M, technical R&D of blockchain,
business development, team management needs. The Foundation contains a User
Protection Fund. At present, our products have been launched. We have a team of nearly
30 people for blockchain research, technology, products, operations and business. With
the development of products and increasing market share of applications, GSG will adopt
an open attitude to attract more talents who are willing to contribute to the community.
For this reason, the team has set up the GSG International Foundation in Cambodia to
manage and satisfy project development needs.

6.2 Functions of the Foundation
In the project development, the GSG Foundation is responsible for:
1.

Day-to-day project operation management.

2.

Blockchain technology research direction in each period as well as long-term strategic
development plan.

3.

HR-related work.

4.

Incentive maintenance, security and management of the GSG community.

5.

Appropriate application of funds and digital tokens raised for Super Games projects.

6.

Present project progress and financial disclosure to the public periodically.
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Part VII GSG Token issuance plan

7.1 Total GSG tokens issued
The GSG Foundation has issued 1 billion GSG tokens based on the Ethereum ERC20
standard and will never issue more tokens.

7.2 GSG issuance and distribution plan
Total GSG tokens issued: 1,000,000,000
Floating: 650,000,000 (65%)

Distribution Plan (1 billion)
Name

Proportion

Quantity

Note

GSG Premium User

25%

250,000,000 Platform incentive plan, GSG premium users

Community

27%

270,000,000 Community building incentives

Cornerstone
investors

3%

Founding team

10%

100,000,000 Locked for 4 years, 25% released every year after one
year

Business/strategy

10%

100,000,000 Financing from other institutions (brand building,
cooperation, listed in exchanges)

Foundation

25%

250,000,000 Financial disclosure, user property protection

30,000,000 Locked for 6 months
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25%

GSG Premium Users
Community
Cornerstone investors
Founding team
Business/strategy
Foundation

25%

10%
27%

10%
3%

GSG official website：https://www.gsgone.com
Super Games：https://www.gsg.one
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7.3 Disclaimer
Nothing in this White Paper constitutes legal, financial, commercial or tax advice, and
you should consult your own legal, financial, tax or other professional advisers before
participating in any activities related hereto. Neither GSG, project team members (GSG
team) on any Super Games platform or working for any related projects, nor any third
party service provider shall be liable for any of your damages or losses, direct or indirect,
due to access hereto, to materials provided by the Foundation, to https://
www.gsgone.com/ or any other publication from the Foundation.
All contributions will be used for the purpose of the Foundation, including, but not
limited to, improving user experience, promoting community improvement and positive
development, updating, improving and open smart contract match data interfaces to help
overall development of the industry, conducting in-depth research and design of the
blockchain-based betting market, organizing R&D and exploring the forms of betting
products under the next-generation blockchain.
This White Paper is for providing information only. It does not constitute a prospectus, a
documented offer, any securities offer or offer of goods or assets for sale. The information
below may neither be exhaustive, nor mean any elements of any contractual relationship.
Accuracy or completeness of such information is not guaranteed. It is neither possible nor
willing to provide any representation, warranty or promise for the accuracy or
completeness thereof. In the event that this White Paper contains information obtained
from third parties, the Foundation and the GSG team has not independently verify the
accuracy or completeness of such information. Accuracy or completeness of such
information is not guaranteed. It is neither possible nor willing to provide any
representation, warranty or promise for the accuracy or completeness thereof.
This White Paper does not constitute an offer by the Foundation or the GSG team to sell
any GSG (platform currency). The whole or any part of it and the facts stated herein do
not form the basis of, and must not be linked to, any contract or investment decision.
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Nothing contained herein is not or construed as a commitment, representation or promise
to future performance of the platform. Any agreement by and between the Foundation
(or its affiliates) and you to purchase or sell GSG is only subject to separate terms and
conditions of the agreement.
The Foundation and the GSG team do not, nor will they make any representations,
warranties or promises to any entity or individual, and hereby disclaim any responsibility.
Potential buyers of GSG shall carefully consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties
(including financial/legal risks and uncertainties) associated with GSG token sales, the
Foundation, and the GSG team.

By accessing and reading this White Paper or any part hereof, you make the following
representations and warranties to the Foundation and the GSG team:
(A) You acknowledge, understand and agree that GSG may be worthless, there are
no representations or warranties for its value or liquidity, and GSG is not used
for speculative investment;
(B) You are not making any decision to buy any GSG based on any statement herein;
(C) You will bear costs on your own to ensure compliance with all legal, regulatory
requirements and restrictions (as appropriate) applicable to you;
(D) You acknowledge, understand and agree that you have no qualifications to buy
GSG if you are a citizen, resident or green card holder of the United States of
America, a citizen or resident of the People's Republic of China, or if your
country's national policy does not support digital currency transactions.

© GSG International Foundation, All Rights Reserved
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